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Abstract 
 
From the beginning of’ 70, competitiveness in post industrial countries has been constantly 
challenged. The transformation presents new scenarios of development, where all social players and 
stakeholders become part of a complex framework and focus on the opportunity to find innovative 
strategies for sustainable development. In this context, culture represents an instrument that provide 
large opportunity in different aspects and characterized post-industrial societies by high value 
added, high incidence of service and the intangible components, and by a relevant economic impact 
on the local socio-economic sectors. Furthermore, culture plays a key role in the restructuring of the 
existing stock of capitals called for by the post-industrial transition. In this context the social and 
economic behaviour became more and more important. What about enterprises, their behaviour 
became more and more examined by cultured, informed and critical consumers. 
Attending arts and culture in general let people to know a new way of thinking, adopting a 
reflexivity course: in different skills, appealing to the diversity in human quality, beyond the 
limitation of imagination in everyday way of life. The opportunities contained in this different way 
of thinking lead people to evolve their “functioning” (in the Sen’s vision) and their capabilities. 
From this, people can adopt critic vision and sustainable behaviour, and so enterprises do. 
In this contest, the particular character of cultural capital suggested to investigate the mandate and 
the action realized on the relation between the enterprise and its economic and social results, related 
to CSR behaviour. CSR contents let us to interpret how an institution, or different institutions that 
share a common objective, have to integrate different coordination mechanisms to realise their 
mission.  
In this paper we’ll underline the role of cultural capital in CSR thought. 
The aim of this paper is to prove that in a cultured context it’s easier to spread a responsible 
behaviour for the enterprise, influenced by the cultured consumer’s attitudes. 
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